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Stigma and the media

“and then I became a 
junkie…”
Russell Brand, Comedian

“I wasn’t like a junkie per se, but I was 
partying”. Taylor Hawkins, Foo Fighters



Self Stigma

“I‘m an addict”

“I’m an alcoholic”

“I’m not like the others, It’s not normal”

“I have a disease”

“I have a disorder”

“I’ll be in recovery for the rest of my life”

“I’m Clean v Dirty"

“I’ve failed…I’ve relapsed”

“Ex-addict or recovering addict”



Case study 1

Dylan suffered acute anxiety and problematic behaviour around the use of drugs 
and alcohol. He reached out to SMART, a self-management program that assist 
people with any type of addiction take back control over their life. He was a success 
story. He completed studying computer engineering, and started a popular peer led
SMART group to help others. He became a strong objective advocate. Importantly, 
and bravely, he went public with his story. This is when events dramatically 
changed. 

He worked for a multinational company. A client who saw his story and immediately 
demanded he be removed from their account and no longer wanted to work with 
him. He was referred to as a ‘criminal’ through social media. This experience led to 
him spiralling into deep depression. He has now withdrawn from community
involvement. He has been let down because of the toxic stigma towards those 
experiencing addictive behaviours. 

SMART has totally lost contact with him.

A tale…or three



Case study 2

JP grew up in a low socio-economic area and fell into drug use at an early 
age. He started using various drugs and became dependant on opiates with 
an addiction that spanned over many years. He sought out recovery, made 
significant changes and transformed his life. He got married and had 2 
children and started working as a manager with a homeless service.

After many years he fell back into his old behaviour. His family and mainly his 
in-laws showed such discrimination towards him that it tore his life apart. He 
spiralled into a dark hole, got into serious trouble with the law and lost his leg 
due to injecting drugs again. 

He is currently in a wheelchair for life, living on disability benefits, lives on his 
own and hardly ever sees his children anymore.



Case study 3

Started drinking and smoking cannabis at the age of 13. It progressed to party 
drugs like ecstasy, amphetamines, LSD eventually heroin and methadone 
and diazepam taking grip of his life spanning across 10 years. In and out of 
trouble with the law. He dealt cannabis, heroin and any drugs he could get his 
hands on. He overdosed numerous times. He experienced names like junkie, 
waster, druggy, scumbag, criminal, and was told he would never amount to 
anything. He lost employment, friends and peers scoffed and judge him and 
had his name tarnished through his community. However, he desperately 
wanted and needed help. 

What happened to this chap?



Stigma and Policy



Mick Palmer SMART Ambassador

Conflicting Priorities?

Source: Harmreduction.org.au



Steps in the right direction?



SMART Recovery Australia Approach
and recommendations: Media

 We need to be active influencers of the media

 The A.O.D. Media Watch ‘Reporting on alcohol & other drugs: 
Guidelines for Journalist’ to be issued to all media when any 
media release is circulated by SRAU

 Advocate for a stronger alliance between media watch and 
Mindframe National media Initiative

 Remove barriers by sharing personal stories but implement 
protective factors like media training to consumer and ensure 
anonymity if needed

 Global consideration to even using the word ‘addiction’ in all 
SRAU literature

 Non stigmatising Language guide embedded into literature and 
service delivery (*adopt NADA language guide)

 Recruit and work alongside media ambassadors such as Jenny 
Valentish, Alexa Towersy, Kate and Mary Hornshaw. Mick Palmer 
and training in media for peers 



SMART Recovery Australia Approach
and recommendations: Self Stigma

 Facilitating positive behavioural change for SMART participants 
is a major objective

 Incorporate mindfulness and Acceptance Commitment 
techniques as a tool into the programs

 Values alignment and problem solving are already tools used in 
SMART. SRAU has its own Research Advisory committee with 
prominent researchers to assist SRAU develop its program 
through emerging research

 Challenge ourselves and participants around the language they 
use to identify themselves

 SMART actively Engage peers as facilitators to run meetings

 Get participants involved in research and spokes persons as 
advocates and ambassadors

 Get peers involved in campaigns like Take on Addiction





SMART Recovery Australia Approach: Policy

Mick Palmer SMART Ambassador

 The mission of SMART Recovery (SRAU) is to “make the SMART 
Recovery program accessible to everyone in Australia.”

 SRAU strongly supports harm reduction as evident by the harm 
minimisation position statement (SRAU 2018). 

 Growing advocacy and influencing policy, as well as playing a 
leadership role with in the AOD sector are central strategies in SRAU 
strategic plans.

 SRAU has presented to the APGDP, federal and state governments and 
is an active member of Harm Reduction Australia.

 Strategic aims to partner with campaigns such as Support don’t punish, 
Re-think Addiction.

 Engaged Mick Palmer (ex Commissioner Federal Police)  as a SMART 
Recovery Ambassador.



Tough call? or a no brainer?



“In the constant retelling of my story, I experienced a continuation of shame and 
stigma that never left me. When I came to SMART Recovery I cannot stress 
enough how liberating it was. I was hearing a new narrative. I was no longer 
being disempowered anymore. There was a new way of seeing and thinking 
about myself. In the first SMART Recovery Group I found a freedom that I never 
thought possible.”      

- Leyton

“One of the main things that feeds stigma and discrimination is a sense that some 
people are morally inferior to others. The idea that some people are different, 
broken and need to be kept at a safe distance. SMART helps to challenge this 
notion by explicitly discouraging stigmatising labels, and the idea that there are 
some people who are powerless and lack agency. SMART helped me say goodbye 
to toxic unhelpful ideas like ‘powerlessness’ and stigmatising labels and attitudes. I 
have now simply moved on with my life.”

- Mark
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